




SEM Plastic was established in 1975 by N. Kemal EROGLU and his 
partners who is a Mechanical Engineer and former trade Manager of 
the largest Turkish Agricultural Machine Production Company "Taral" , 
to produce Agricultural Machine parts by means of Injection Molding. 
SEM Plastic used the knowledge and experience it has gained from 
Agricultural Machine Parts production until 1980's; to become an OEM 
for Electronic and Telecommunications sector that needs precise standards 
and very small tolerances and served ·as sole supplier for honorable 
companies like ALCATEL , Northern Telecommunications and Terma!. 
In 1982 using knowledge and the quality advantage gained from precise 
productions for Electronics and Communication Sector and the market 
demand SEM Plastic started investing in ''Production of Plastic Disposables 
and Airline Catering Containers" thus resulting in a wide range of 
products and specialization in the field of business. 

Currently, SEM Plastic makes production in two plants that enables us 
to offer better transportation rates and delivery times, namely, in the 
Istanbul (Most industrialized city in West of Turkey) plant of 1800 m2, 
and in Malatya (Most industrialized city in Southeast of Turkey) plant of 
8500 m2. Especially because of its closeness to countries that have 
coast to Mediterranean and Middle East; Malatya Plant has a stratejical 
importance .Up-to date ,brand new technological machines and molds 
from Europe's top machine producers ( Netstal , Demag , OMV etc.) is 
in production in this plant producing without manual contact in hygienic 
conditions. That's why SEM Plastic clients are aware and confident 
about their hand being first to touch to the product purchased. 

SEM Plastic's business is split between the three major manufacturing 
processes - extrusion, thermoforming and injection molding - utilizing all 
the major polymers (PP, PS, ABS, PVC and PET). Our production range 
includes PP,PS,ABS Extruded Sheet, Thermoform drinking Cups, 
Injection Crystal Cups ,Policarbonate Cups,Plates,Food Containers, 
Salad Bowls, Sauce Cups, Ice-Cream Cups, Lids, catering Containers 
, Trays, Cutlery, Straws, disposable tableware in family packs for chain 
stores, branded and decorated cups, served to a wide variety of markets 
including food and drink, catering, , pharmaceuticals, industrial, household 
items, , toiletries and cosmetics, and promQtional packaging. We have 
a finished product capacity of 4.000 Tons annually, and the extra 3.000 
tons of extruded sheet (0,2 mm. - 2.0 mm) that are in excess of our 
finished product capacity is sold to other Thermoformers in semi-finished 
sheet form . Backed by 25 years experience, SEM Plastic serves more 
than 380 companies worldwide of those which are 20 airline companies 
worldwide, as well as other Travel organisations and suppliers like railway 
companies, ferries, food processors and caterers.We are proud to serve 
clients like Turkish Airlines, Air Alfa , Pegasus Airlines, SAS Catering 
, Lufthansa Air Catering, Mc Donald's, METRO Grossmarket as major 
suppliers domestically and internationally for years. 

Apart from the molds imported from Europe's top mold makers, SEM 
Plastic is running an in-house mold making department with high technical 
capabilities and well trained personnel since established, thus giving us 
the chance to construct a mold for your project in very short period and 
start production immediately. 

Currently exporting to 20 countries in three continents, we follow our 
client's requirements and their markets with great attention and produce 
quality products for their markets with Total Quality Management System. 
We also share our expertise on products, export documentation, cheap 
freight, market information and many other aspects with our clients. To 
ensure the competitiveness of our customers we import our raw materials 
from World approved polymer producers from more than 12 countries 
worldwide with compatible prices and reflect this benefit to our customers. 
Hygiene, Health Issues, Environmental Management and Recycling are 
key factors in our decision taking and production thus necessary checks 
and certification is made available starting from polymer choosing stage 
, to storage,to production and finally to delivery procedures. (Certification 
from Turkish Standard's Institute, Health Ministry Approval, Ministry of 
Agriculture apprqval and corresponding international certificates). Our 
company is preparing for IS09000 with professional conSUltants and 
we are at the certification stage. All our products are from Prime - Virgin 
1. CI9ss raw materials and are recyclable. Environmental awareness is 
what we respect here in SEM Plastic and thus we are the founder and 
sponsor members of well-known ITU Cevkor Organization. (Well Known 
local environmental activist group.) 
SEM Plastic is a pioneer company in its sector, thus was the first one 
to produce Crystal Injection Molded Cups, that has put lots of new 
models to market, First one to bring full automatic in-line thermoforming 
to Turkey, First to produce Thermoform Polypropylene Cup ,First and 
still the only to produce %100 Thermoform PS Crystal Clear Cups and 
much more innovations for the clients. 

SEM Plastic ·is proud to serve its clients as a one point to all requirements 
;by mealls of wide range of products, fast realization of new ·product 
projects by highly capable mold making department and export oriented 
experienced sales team. 
Thanks to our roots that supply us with experience, as young and dynamic 
SEM Plastic family, we know that our success depends only on our 
achievement to make you and your services successful. 
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